
DISCOVERING SPANISH 
LANDSCAPES

Topic 0: overview



Landscape
i. The word  combines 

o land 
o schaffen (German) meaning literally, 'shaped lands'.

II. Alexander von Humboldt (1769 – 1859) advanced the idea of a 
natural landscape separated from a cultural landscape.

III. Otto Schlüter (geographer, 1908)
o Defined Geography as a Landschaftskunde (landscape 

science). 
o Distinguish two forms of landscape: 
 Urlandschaft landscape that existed before major 

human induced changes 
 Kulturlandschaft  landscape created by human 

culture. 



Landscape
i. Physical elements (abiotic):  

o Landforms: mountains, hills
o Water bodies: rivers, lakes, ponds and sea… 
o Transitory elements  eg. weather conditions

ii. Living elements (biotic), eg. vegetation and fauna.

iii. Human elements (anthropic),  including different forms of 
o Land uses
o Buildings and structures.



INTRODUCTION
Spanish landscapes: 

Singularity and diversity









Natural factors  

1. Mainland Iberia: 
o A peninsula 
o Small extension. 
o Behaves like an 

island, isolated from 
Africa (Gibraltar 
Strait) and Europe 
(Pyrenees) 

1. Archipelagos
o Balearic Islands  similar to mainland Spain.
o Canary Islands  flora and fauna quite different  isolation: 

Macaronesian Kingdom 





Topographic
diversity

- High mountains
- Plains and plateaus
- Coast

Natural 
factors  
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Most of mainland Spain consists of the 
Meseta Central, a high plateau 
surrounded by mountain ranges. 

Other landforms include narrow coastal plains and some lowland river 
valleys, the most prominent of which is the Andalusian Plain in the 
SW. 





Old materials: 
Primary

(older than
300 ma)

Younger
materials: 

Tertiary (30 
ma)

Mesozoic materials: Secundary
(200-30 ma)



Climatic diversityTwo principal European climates

Natural 
factors  



Climatic diversity

Natural factors  Altitude and configuration provide 
continental features



VEGETATION 
DIVERSITYVegetation diversity

Natural factors  

Two principal biogeographical 
regions in Europe



Vegetation diversity



1. Location: 
o Migration route 

of many species 
(mostly birds) 

between N. 
Europe and 

Africa.  



o Several times in the last million of years behaved as a “refugium”:  
some populations maintained a remanent of a former widespread 
activity (Last Glacial Maximum, Neanderthal populations). 



o Some refugia become permanent, thereby having many endemic 
species, not found elsewhere, which survive as relict populations. 

Abies pinsapo fir -European silver fir or silver fir-



Western capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus), also known as 
the wood grouse, heather cock or capercaillie

o Some refugia become permanent, thereby having many endemic 
species, not found elsewhere, which survive as relict populations. 



A hot spot of 
biodiversity

Biologic (wild and domestic) 
High diversity of habitats: 
- From 226 types of “high 

interest habitats” (European 
Union, Directive Habitats), 54% 

are located in Spain.  
- More than 80% of the total of 

species of vascular plants and 
more than 50% of the animal 

species.
- 3rd position in diversity of 

amphibians and fishes.  
- 10.000 different plant species, 

6500 autochtonous and 1500 
endemic.   

- 50.000-60.000 different animal 
species, some of them (imperial 

eagle, Iberian lynx) only live in 
Spain.    



HUMAN FACTORS  

1. A long story of human occupation
o Neolithic (6th millennium BC)  1st agriculture societies 

(Andalusia)  fire   Cattle raising  urbanization  

o Colonization by several people in historical times: Phoenicians 
(vineyard, olive trees), Greeks, Romans, Arabs (rice, cotton, 
oranges).

o Relationship with America  potato, maize, tomato, cocoa.

o Delayed industrialization,  conservation of “natural areas” 
and traditional land uses and practices associated to non 
intensive agrarian and forest systems.   

2. Paradox: today the highest levels in biodiversity are in humanized 
landscapes, as meadows.  



Agricultural landscapes

HUMAN FACTORS  



HUMAN FACTORS  

TOTAL POPULATION: 47,42 millones (2021)
7 + 5 = 12 /47 ~ 25 % of the population (1/4)



A contrasted spatial distribution

Metropolitan Area of 
Madrid
> 7 million of people

Spanish
“Siberia” 
< 2 people/sq
km

HUMAN FACTORS  

High level of urbanization



HUMAN FACTORS  

“La España vaciada”



SINGULAR LANDSCAPES

Hornillo Palace



SINGULAR LANDSCAPES

Vixia Herbeira: one of the highest clifs of continental europe



TABERNAS, THE UNIQUE DESERT IN EUROPE

SINGULAR LANDSCAPES



IRATI, THE SECOND LARGEST BEECH FOREST OF EUROPE

SINGULAR LANDSCAPES



SINGULAR LANDSCAPES

CARES GORGE: one of the deepest gorges



LAS MÉDULAS: an ancient roman mine

SINGULAR LANDSCAPES



Strengths

I. A huge Natural and Cultural Patrimony.

II. An ¿acceptable? level of "artificialization" of the territory  

III. Still possessing many functional (“alive”) cultural 
landscapes, with their agents.  

IV. The biodiversity contributes substantially to our economy  
and rural development: hunting, extensive cattle raising, 
rural tourism,…



Countries with major concentrations of 
World Heritage Sites



Problems  

I. Insufficient level of 
knowledge  

II. Strong ecological footprint 
of some activities.  

III. Artificialization: Wild 
urbanization  
• https://youtu.be/0ptv

R13hXj4

IV. "Too much" to conserve: 
priorities.



Risks

I. Change of land uses (administration models).  

II. Reduction of good habitats (*) and/or fragmentation 
(connectivity loss).  

III. Over-explotation.

IV. Fires.

V. Climate change.   

VI. Alien species.  

VII. Others.    





CHANGES IN TIME 

o Landscapes might be considered as an archive: records the footprint 
of the relationships between humans and nature, allowing

 To know the main natural features of a location 
 To deduce the prevailing economic model at each stage
 The territorial culture supporting the transformation of the 

environment by each society. 

o Since all those aspects vary over time, landscapes do too  spanish
landscapes have undergone profound transformations throughout 
the 20th century. 

Gómez-Limón, J. & J.V. de Lucıo
Fernánde, 1999. Changes in use 

and landscape preferences on the
agricultural-livestock landscapes
of the central Iberian Peninsula

(Madrid, Spain). Landscape & 
Urban Plg., 44:4, 165 – 175.



Global periods
of landscape
change



THESIS

o Spanish landscapes have undergone deep transformations 
throughout the 20th century. 

o Which is the cause?: the transition from an economic model based 
on the Primary sector (agriculture) to one in which the Tertiary 
sector predominates, based on services. 



THESIS

o Both the evolution of the 
urban population and the 
employed population by 
sectors illustrate this 
process of change. 

 At the beginning of the 
20th century, almost 
70% of the Spanish 
population lived in 
rural areas. 

 In 2006 practically 80% 
lived in towns with 
more than 10,000 
inhabitants.



THESIS

Working population: 

o At the beginning of the twentieth 
century, 2/3 of employed workers 
worked in the primary sector 
(agriculture, livestock, fishing and 
logging). 

o By 1970, the predominant sector was the 
secondary: almost 40% of the population 
was employed in industry.

o From the 80s to the present, 65% of 
employment and the wealth produced 
are obtained from the tertiary sector 
(services, tourism).



CONSEQUENCES

o The recent territorial 
transformations derived from this 
change of economic model, have 
Spain different spatial 
characteristics.

o URBAN AREAS
 Concentration of the population.
 Transformation of the urban 

peripheries.
• Growth of new residential 

areas (Suburs).
• Development of new 

infrastructures (highways, 
railways etc.). 

• New leisure facilities.



CONSEQUENCES

o The recent territorial transformations derived from this change of 
economic model, have different spatial characteristics

o RURAL AREAS

 Abandonment of agricultural or livestock activities…
• Replaced by new forest landscapes (reforestation policies). 
• Protected some natural landscapes  the current natural and 

cultural heritage.

 Substitution of traditional polycultures by monocultures 
(pastures for dairy or meat production, eg. Northern Spain). 
• Expansion of irrigation. 
• Emergence of intensive crops based on new technologies 

(e.g. greenhouses). 



CONSEQUENCES

o An indicator of these transformations: land artificialization: 

 Replacement of natural/agricultural land uses (almost 70% of 
the new artificial surfaces replaced former agricultural terrains).

 Rapid progression - short time interval. 

 Generalized throughout the whole country, but especially on the 
Mediterranean coast and around the metropolitan area of 
Madrid. 





CONSEQUENCES

o All those processes:

 Do not induced by demographic reasons  number of 
inhabitants have remained stable. 

 rather by strong economic development of the building industry 
(creation of new urban developments, many of them dispersed), 
as well as by the tourism.

o The current territorial model is characterized by the dispersion of 
activities and population, which implies

 High consumption of natural resources (soil, energy, water). 

 Environmental problems. 


